Health Connect
What is it?

Cloud Connectivity

Cloud Gateway Health Connect
is a simple, software-defined
networking service, designed to
rapidly bring together your cloud
service providers and the Health
and Social Care Network (HSCN).

Health Connect is equipped with
on-net connectivity to cloud fabric
allowing us to establish a rapid link
to any cloud service provider(s)
of your choice. The solution offers
private connectivity to large IaaS
providers, SaaS applications, and
more.

Initially built for the health industry
in response to the COVID-19
pandemic, Health Connect is an
ideal solution to securely route
low bandwidth traffic between
the HSCN and your connected
cloud environments.
Health Connect brings together
cloud and the HSCN into the same
network ecosystem.

The HSCN
Health Connect not only provides
connectivity to the HSCN, but we
can offer guidance and support to
help you identify and complete your
HSCN Connection Agreement.
To deploy, Cloud Gateway will
provision HSCN connectivity and
trigger a connection invite within
your cloud environment console.
From here, you can connect the
HSCN to your virtual network in
the cloud.

Security
In addition to pure connectivity,,
Health Connect will secure your
traffic via a Layer 3/4 firewall
device. All traffic between your
HSCN and cloud environments is
routed through this firewall without
exception.

About Cloud Gateway
Cloud Gateway provides agnostic cloud-native innovation to securely connect your estate
with multiple cloud service providers, the PSN, the HSCN and the internet. Harness the
power of hybrid cloud and multicloud connectivity. Cloud Gateway secures your traffic,
with government grade security and rapid deployment. By centralising connectivity,
organisations have a timely, accurate source of truth to reduce operating costs, ensure
regulation compliance and protect from cyber threats.
Visit us at cloudgateway.co.uk
Twitter: @cloudgatewayltd
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/cloudgateway

Deployment and
Support
Health Connect is available to
purchase as a bandwidth licence,
on a minimum 12 month contract,
billed monthly.
The solution is available in three, low
bandwidth licence options:

10Mbps
25Mbps
50Mbps
Out of the box, Health Connect
includes one cloud connection,
and connectivity to the HSCN. It
also comes with a basic support
package to ensure your service
remains operational. This includes
access to a customer portal where
you may raise service tickets.
Telemetry data is logged and stored
for 24 hours, subject to storage limits.
Please see our Service Definition
document for more details.

